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carBOn cOmpOsite Blade
Kia Kaha outrigger canoe paddles and steering 

blades.  Hawaii 'states' legal hybrid paddle and steer-
ing blade include a laminated wood shaft and carbon 
composite blade with a balsa wood core.  Very effi-
cient blade with good catch and clean release.  9.5” 
wide, 17” long with a straight shaft.  For more info.
check out kiakahacanoesandpaddles.com or call Maui at 
808.554.3216 or email mauikjeldsen@hotmail.com.

What's Hot
iKaiKa series Of 
sup paddles

The new Ikaika Series draws 
its strength from revolutionary 
continuous fiber reinforced ther-
moplastic (CFRT®) technology 
which adds the performance ben-
efits of carbon and glass fibers 
to the strength of thermoplastic 
polymers, creating amazingly light-
weight yet virtually indestructible 
stand up paddles at an incredible 
price.  Kialoa is the first company 
to bring this technology to the 
sport of Stand Up Paddling.

The Pupu is an excellent paddle 
for beginners, features a solid 
blade utilizing CFRT technology, a 
100 percent  fiberglass shaft and 
a comfortable fiberglass palm grip.  
The Hapa is a mid-range paddle 
which features a cored CFRT blade 
which enhances strength-to-weight 
ratio, a carbon and fiberglass blend-
ed shaft and a fiberglass palm grip.  
The Lau Lau is the premier paddle 
in the line, featuring a cored CFRT 
blade engineered with a blend of 
carbon and glass fibers for ultimate 
strength-to-weight ratio, a 100 
percent carbon fiber shaft and a 
carbon T-top. More information  
is at KIALOA Paddles' web  
site, kialoa.com, or email  
info@kialoa.com.

It’s your chance to take first place, 
your best competitor is just ahead of you.  
Hawaiian Energy Shotz is loaded with oppor-
tunity.  You decide.  Watch or Compete.

Hawaiian Energy Shotz 
is a new Big Island product 
and your latest, best choice 
in energy drinks.  With 
this shot you can expect 
6 hours of quality physical 
and mental performance.  
Exceed the demands of your 
active lifestyle.

We feel confident that 
Hawaiian Energy Shotz will 
be your energy drink of 
choice to fuel the competi-
tor in you.  

Hawaiian Energy Shotz is a product of 
Hawaiian Energy Sports.  Visit www.hawai-
ianenergysports.com to support this Big 
Island company.

Foti Bros. Hawaii and 
Paddle Sports International 
are bringing in a bunch of 
new canoes which will be 
available in March.

One of them is the 
Gecko, a mini OC-1, 
designed by Allwave Italia. 
It is 16'9" long with a 13.4" 
beam and includes a non-
allergenic, adjustable foam 
seat. It's made for children 
or paddlers up to five-feet in 
height and 120lbs. It's the 
perfect starter canoe This 
is the best toy a paddling 
parent will ever buy for their 
child.

The Kaolele is an OC-1 
designed and manufac-
tured by Paddle Sports 

International. It is 20'9" 
long with a 15.75” beam. 
It's made for an adult pad-
dler in downwind conditions 
and rough seas, and still 
able to maintain flat water 
speed.  It's high gunwales 
at the seat allows the pad-
dler connectivity to his 
canoe.

It adjustable seat and 
revolutionary adjustable foot 
pedal allows paddlers of all 
lengths to find their proper 
balance point.  A spectra 
cable system allows them 
to change the foot pedal 
position in seconds without 
tools.

Also arriving the Helium 
OC-1 designed by Allwave 

Italia. It's intended for the 
light weight paddler. The 
Helium's sleek design main-
tains an ample rocker to fit 
into troughs for downwind 
surfing. 

Also arriving is the CX, a 
surfski designed by Allwave 
Italia measuring 20'9" long 
and a 16.4" beam. The CX 
is for the discerning expert 
paddler, yet stable enough 
for  intermediate  level pad-
dling.

More details on pric-
ing and locations on this 
new line of canoes and surf 
skies are with Foti Bros. 
Hawaii and Paddle Sports 
International at 808 524-
6677 or visit www.fotibros.

tahitian V1's and V3's
Hundreds of years of experience, craftsman-

ship and quality are in the Tahitian designed and 
built V1's (Rudderless Canoes). Now they're 
available in Hawaii!

The FAI 3 performs well in all ocean condi-
tions but really stands out in rough and big con-
ditions.  It is the design of choice for those who 
enjoy surfing and paddling in Hawaii's rougher 
waters.  The raised cockpit reduces the water 
entry but is also ideal for taller paddlers who need more volume for their legs.  

The ARE is a new design by Yvon with the help of George Cronstreadt.  It features a 
lower streamline deck, and is great for paddling in side wind or upwind or calm conditions.  
It's design is excellent when surfing long waves and is ideal in calm to medium conditions.  
Although the ARE is fit for most paddlers, it is especially suited for smaller paddlers.

 FAI V3: Weighing less 
than 100lbs, these V3's are 
perfect training boats for 
9-man crews.  Its design is 
suited for both surf and flat 
conditions. For more details 
call 808.283.2470
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